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I--INTRODUCTION
After preliminary correspondence, a letter dated May 8,
1952 from Mr.. A. E. Niederhoff of Gannett, Fleming, Corddry and
Carpenter, Inc. gave s. general authorization to initiate model
tests on the First Fork Outlet Structure. The tentative testing
program was discussed at a meeting on May 14 by ProfessorW. J.
Eney, Head of the Department of Civil Engineering and Mechanics
and Director of Fritz Laboratory, Mr. Niederhoff and the writerso
Details of the Originai (Preliminary) Design are shown
in Figures 1 through 4. A hydraulic analysis of the original de-~-·
sign indicated that several features were undesirable. On ~30
during a meeting with Professor Eney and the writers, Mr. Niede~­
hoff requested Lehigh to prepare details of a model to be substi tutec.
for the preliminary design. The following requirements were stip-
ulated for inclusion in the revised design: (1) A single, sixteen-
foot diameter conduit, (2) a discharge of 13,000 cfs at the over-
flow spillway crest, E1. 1026, (3) retention at all times of a
Conservation Pool at E1. 920.0, (4) permit a construction bypass
through the conduit of 4,300 cfs at as low a pool level as possible,
In addition, it was desired that negativ-e pressures would not occur
in the outlet and conduit and that an efficient stilling pool
could be determined for all rates of flow. (The 250-foot wide
overflow spillway was not involved in this test program.) Pur-
suant to the requirements outlined above~ the model design given
in Figures 5 through 8 was completed on June 13. Approval to build
a model having the features detailed in Figures 5 through 8, and
hereinafter referred to as the Revised Design, was given by Mr.
Niederhoff on June 16.
2The Revised Design was considered by the writers to be
the safest combination embodying the requirements set forth above
so long as both service gates were used oniy todewater the conduit
or for emergency closure in the evant of conduit defection. It is
the writers'opinion'that satisfactory operation, 1n terms of
serious cavitation, cannot be attained at partial gate openings;
at heads exeeeding about 70-feet, under the limiting requirements
for this structure.
Construction of the model was completed on July 22 when
a trial run 'was made. The operation of the model was observed by
Mr. Niederho'fr, Mr. N. C. Courtney of Justin and Courtney., Phila-
delphia, and Mr. V'. P. Connelly of the General State Atithority on
July 25..
3II--THE1.32 MODEL. GENERAL
The model described in this report was constructed on
a 8cale ot 1 to 32~ to the dimensions indicated-in .r'1gures 5
through 8. Model photographs showing general details are given
in Figures 9 through 13. In this report all quantities refer
to pro'totype values unless specifically identified with the
model. In order that the head loss., particularly in the con-
duit, of the model would be close -to the scaled anticipated
loss for the prototype, it was necessary to employ an extremely
.
smooth conduit material. The most satisfactory smooth material
is Lucite or Plexiglas tUbing which comes in a maximum inside
diameter of 5_5/au with a 1/4'" wall. To obtain an even scale
ratio it was necessary to have this tubing expanded to an even
6", The scale ratio was thus fixed at a maximum of 1 to 32,
while a larger scale of about 1 to 25 would have been hydrau~
lically more satisfactory but not absolutely essential. From
past experience the functioning of this 1:32 scale model would
result in an equivalent prototype Manning's 'tin" of Oi014 or a
Darcy friction coefficient "f" of O~015. A model scale of 1 to
25 would have required a model having an overall length of
close to 70'~ and the increased discharges would have been more
difficult to handle.
The conduit was laid on the same slope as that in-
dicated in both the Original and Revised plans: Oit00905~ This
slope is greater than critical, resulting in supercritical flow
for nearly all open flow depths.
Thirty-six piezometers were installed in the gate
chamber area and nine in the conduit proper~ The majority of
gate chamber taps were concentrated in the Left chamber (look-
4ing downstream). The taps in the Right chamber were installed
to check on equal discharge distribution through the two gate
chambers. The conduit tapa were all located at the invert.
The chamber taps were located on centerlinea in the four sur-
faces. These latter taps were situated in such positions as
would provide data giving average conditions and the approxi-
mate local conditions. The location of local points of low
pressure inducive to cavitation would not have been feasible,
since a larger number ot taps would not guarantee complete
coverage of all critical points.
The depths over the forebay spillway were measured
with a hook gage having a smallest division of 0.001'. Model
reservoir pool elevations above El. 940. were measured with a
piezometer accurate to the nearest 0.005'. The tap piezometers
were read to the nearest 0.005'; any fluctuations in readings
with time of magnitudes ± 0.02' were ignored, and the range of
larger fluctuations was recorded as such. Model fore bay depths
were recorded the equivalent of 10-20' upstream from the intake,
and read to the nearest 0.01'. Depths recorded in the model
stilling pool were accurate to at least the nearest 0.•05 1 •
Measurement of stilling pool and foreba.y velocities were made
whenever physically possible.
The discharge was measured by means of a calibrated
venturi meter. Discharge measurements equivalent to 4,000 cfs
or greater are accurate to within less than one-half a percent.
For the readings at 2,000 cts, the errors involved in reading
the venturi manometer might have been as great as 15%.
5III--THE 1;32 MODEL. BOTH GATES, O!>EN.
The model was designed to operate with both gates
open. Since pnrtial gate openings were not pertinent, no gates
were installed, although it might have been well to have in-
cluded gate openings in the soffit of the model'. The water
levels for the revised design are tabulated in Figure 14, and
plotted in Figure 22. In Figures 15 through 19 are itemized
the data for Runs 1 to 3 and 7 to 13. Since the press~e, or
pressure head at a'given point is more pertinent in terms of
possible cavitation than the piezometric hend, all tap data ia
given in terms of the pressure head relative to the given tap~
No negative prossures in the gate chamber &pea or
transition are indicated. At the point where the gate chamber
is just flowing full (around 3,000 cfs) soffit pressures may be
very slightly negative; measurements of soffit pressures for
this condition were not made since air drawn from the intake
and the .ents interfered with the readings.
No negative pressures are indicated in the conduit
invert. When the conduit is flowing full (more than 4,300 cfs)
negative pressures would occur at the soffit near the exit; for
discharges greater than 8,000 cfs, negative pressures wo~ld
occur 1n the conduit soffit within the last 350' of length.
Although the overall probable negative pressures near the exit
will not e~ceed about 5-feet, it should be noted that the con-
duit velocity head is about 25' at a discharge of 8,000 ofs.'
In brief, any misalignment within the last third of the conduit
would most' certainly lead to cavitation in that vicinity.
In Figure 20 is a plot of the piezometric head along
the floor and inverts. Wall and soffit taps at similar stations
6do not differ appreciably from the readings shown... A compari-
son,of piezometric heads at various stations has been made in
the plots of Figuros 47 to 55. It may be noted from the data
of Figures 15 to 19 nnd the plot of Figure 20 that the hydrau-
lic grade line in the conduit is non-linear in the lower half
of the conduit, there being a s,ma.ll ba.ck pressure caused by the
slight change in slope from the end of the conduit to the tan-
gent of the stilling pool vertical curve. Since the end of the
conduit is not perpendicular to the centerline, tho resulting
elliptical shape of the opening may have some influence on th8
location of the point of zero pressure.
7IV-.SIMILARITY AND THE 1:32 MODEL
Fox-ces of Friction, Inertia, Gravity and Pressu:rte are
the predominant forces involved in this design. Surface Ten-
sion should have little effect except at the lowest rates of
flow.. Complete similarity requires that all forces involved
in the prototype be duplicated undistorted in the model~ Com-
plete similarity is seldom if evex- attained in a modeJ.. Approy.-
imately complete similarity is apPI'oached by taking advantage of
special instances in which one group of forces predominates,
or where other forces are negligible or small in cQntrast~ In
the stilling pool, Inertia and Gravity far outweigh the effec~c
of F:riction. In the forebay, the action of the submerged hy-
draulic jump is dominated by Inertia and Gravity and the Fric-
tion along the wal~and bottom are comparatively insignificant;
provided the head over the spillway exceeds about two-tenths of
a foot, the effects of Surface Tension are negligible.•
In the conduit" on the other hand, at flowing-full
conditions ~iction is the predominant foroe, along with Pres-
sure~ In this model, to compromise the conflicting velocity
requirements of Inertia-Friction, or ReYnolds similarity, and
Inertia-G~avity, or Froude similarity, the discharge was used
which would satisfy Froude similarity, and the model conduit
head loss was made similar to that tor the prototype by using
a smoother conduit material,- even though the Reynolds numbers
were not identical.. For Froude similarity the discharge is
proportional to the soale rat:i.o to the five-halves power. For
a 1:32 scale model ·the model discharge is therefore 1/5,800 of
the prototype. Using these rates of flow, the action in the
stilling pool and forebay of the model represent very closely
8the effects to be expected in the prototyPe, except at th~
lower rates of flow.
As mentioned previously, the model was desigped for
an equivalent prototype Mannipg "n" of 0.014 Or a DaJ;'cy "f" of
o..015 ~ Ip. Figure 21 are itemized the components of the total
head between the Reservoir Pool and El. 889~, the centerline of
~he copduit at exit. It was anticipated that the friction co-
efficient It'f" would vary between about 0.0158 to 0.0148, but
. , r; "
not ae low as the 0.0138 indicated. These friction factors
were computed on the assumption that the vertical curve at th8'
epd of the condui t, in the stilling basin, would not affect t;l~1
free jet at the exit of the conduit. The data of Figures 15
through 19 and the plot of Figure 20 show that thi~ was not
quite the case. The effect of the stilling basin ver.tica1
'I .,
curve is to ~aise the point of zero pressure at tne exit to a
point above the centerline, This does not in itself affect
I
appreciab~y the pressure conditions at the exi~, but does ex-
plain indirectly why the discharge is greater than anticipated
at the higher heads (or why the "apparent" friction factor is
lower than it should be).
As a convenience in approximate calculations, for
discharges greater than 8,000 efs; multiplying 1,140 times the
differential head between the reservoir pool and E1. 889 to
the one-ha~f power will provide values close to those plotted
in Figure 22.
The total loss due to the gate area and transition
is quite small, and may be closely approximated by 0.07ptimes
the differential head between the reservoir pool and E1. 889.
9The discrepancy between model and predicted prototype
discharge is not significantly great: a discharge of 13,000 cfa
occurred at El. 1019. rather than at the predicted prototype
pool elevation of 1024.
As a matter of record, the re1ati~e roughness of the
model was an elD of apprOXimately 0.0001. The predicted proto~
type discharge was ba.sed on the assumption of 0. prototype re:1.;:L··
tive roughness of 0,0003.
V--AIR.VENT PERFORMANCE
An air vent was mounted on each of the two gate cham-
ber vent slots, as may be seen in Figure 12. It was planned to
measure the air .demand by means of an orifice meter in the air
vents, but the amount of air which was involved was much too
small. With both gates open a very small amount of air (approx-
imately the same amount, and under the same conditions, as tho
air drawn from the intake) was drawn into the gate chamber at
discharges between 3,000 and 5,000,cfs. (Refer to Figure l4~)
A comparison of the water level in the vents and the
pressure head in nearby" soffi t taps is made in Figure 23, wi U._
all data referenced to El. 906.
As will be presently outlined, certain runs were mac},EI
without the forebay and weir. Reference to Figure 32 will shuV'.'
that conditions without the forebay were very similar to thos8
with the forebay.
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VI--THE 1:32 MODEL--RIGHT pATE CLOSED.
In an effort to demonstrate the dangerous conditions
which would occur were one gate closed, the Right service gate
(looking downstream) was completely sealed by inserting a fit oA
ted plate across the gate slots. Only three runs were made, b~
way of comparison, The data for these runs is given in Figure
~4. R~ R-l and,R-3 were made with both vents open, operating
normally. Run R-2 was at the same discharge as Run R-l, exec')':';
that the two air vents were completely sealed. At the same
discharge, Runs R-l and R-2 show the relief,. in terms of negcl,"
tive pressures, afforded by the air vents.. In Runs R-l and R<;
very little air was drawn from the Left vent, whereas a very
substantial amount was drawn from the Right vent. With the
vents open, the high volocity of flow confined to the Left
ohamber caused an oscillating open channel flow at about 0 0 8
dapth even for Ruq R-3, at 11,400 efs. The flow for these two
runs left the end of the splitter wall in a spiral which en-
trained a.ir and did not substantially dissipate before reach-
ing a point about 100 feet beyond the end of the splitter; tho
water in the right section below the gate was completely re-
moved by the live stream from the beft chamber. The water
levols in the tap piezometers fluctuated at nearly all positions
for all three runs. In Run R-2, with the vents closed, the area
between the right closed service gate and the conduit was filled
with water.
There is no doubt that serious surging and ntloaet
some cavitation would occur in the prototype if for some reason
only one gate was open. Steel lining in the gate chamber would
not nocessarily provide adequate protection under this circum-
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VII--FOREBAY CHARACTERISTICS.
Photographs of the forebe.y at various rates of flow
are given in Figures 25 to 31. Water levels in the forebay are
included in Figure 14. The hydraulic jump in the forebay was
subme~ged at all rates of flow. The water surface was level
for a distance of about 60 to 75 feet upstream from the intake;
to a point which was essentially the end of the hydraulic jump,
Violent agitation was confined principally to the region of the
jump itself oj Velocity measurements were attempted in the fore ..·
bay. The maximum average approach velocity occurs at about
5,000 cfs, which would be about four feet per second in the
prototype and only three-fourths of a foot per second in the
model., This velocity is too small to be measured accurately.
Measurements made with a midget current meter indicated veloc-
ities in the vicinity of the axis of symmetry and about eight
feet upstream'from the intake to be approximately equal to the
average cross-sectional velocity., No velocities measurably
different from the average were noted within fifty feet of the
intake. Since reversal of flow,upstream from the intake, causec.
by the residual eddies from the jump, invalidated most meter
readings, more reliability was placed on feeling the flow
throughout the area near the intake. No regions of high veloc-
ity, for discharges up to 8 1 400 cfs were noted. Occasionally
small eddies from the jump were carried near the intake but
we~e soon dissipated.
Provided normal tlows did not hover in the vicinity
ot 3,000 to 5,,000 cfs, and that this flow rate range would be
passed t~ough quickly, the operation would be without inoident,
except for some noise caused by the collapsing of air taken in
at the intake and vents. This range could be lowered o~ raised
by changing the slope of the conduit.
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VIII--REVISED DESIGN WITHOUT FOREBAY
The testing program o~ the revised design was to have
included experimentation with the f6rebay to determine the
shortest length in which a uniform and low velocity could be
obtained at the intake. The tests with the forebay of arbitrary
length detailed in Figure 6 indicated that the length from the
toe of the spillway to the intake could be shortened from l19!
to perhaps 70', and perhaps shortened substantially more with
the employment of sills at the apron of the spillway.
On 31 July, Mr. E. B. Philips and !~. J. H. Turner
of Philips & Davies, Inc., ga.te specialists from Kenton, Ohio,
Mr. Niederhoff and Mr. Easton of the sponsoring firm and Mr.
Courtney witnessed the operation of the model. The discussion
of this meeting centered around the possibility of operating
the proposed service gates at partial opening at least under
low heads eo that the relatively expensive construction involved
in the fore bay could be avoided. A letter dated 1 August from
Mr. Niederhoff ordered removal of the forebay and spillway with
tests to be performed'on the submerged inlet with both gates
wide open.
In Figure 32 are tabulated the water levels for these
runs. The data on the complete runs made is given in Figures
33 and 34. A p~ot of water surface levels with and without the
forebay are included in Figure 35.
Stage-discharge relations with or without the forebay
were virtually identical. The pressure head values without the
forebay tended to be very slightly less in general than those
with the forebay, with a maximum difference for any given stage-
discharge combination of about three feet (prototype equivalent) ..
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There is no significant hydraulic difference, therefore, between
the two arrangements.
Even though the steel lining extends well below the
gates, great care should be exercised tn insuring full gate
openings at medium to highe~ heads. At the partial gate open·~
ings tentatiwely under consideration by the sponsors a limit
. might logically be set at an average gate chamber velocity ho.~u
of 20 1 which would exist with both gates open at a discharge of
9,200 efs and a total differential head of 68'. This is also n
practical limit, since operation with partial gate openings is
often unsatisfactory and seldom recommended for heads in excess
of 75 1 • A safer limit might be a point just beyond full conduit
flow at a discharge of 5,800 cfs and a hend of 30 1 • This latte~
is the conservation pool level. It is therefore evident that
very careful gate operation shou.ld be required. It should not
be too difficult to restrict partial gate operation to safe
heads of 25 to 35 feet for the purpose of maintaining the con-
servation pool; at partial gate openings the entrapment of air
should no longer occur. The exact head at which cavitation
would become dangerous at partial gate openings cannot be pre-
dicted from the present studies with any degree of certaintYe
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IX--ORIGINAL AND·REVISED STILLING POOL
The objective of the stilling basin tests was to check
the original design and to make as many improvements as possible'
on this design without altering basic features. A tailwater
rating curve was not available and the economic limitations as
to extension of the depth or length of the basin was indeter~
minant at the time of these tests, completed on 31 July. TWIJ
minor changes from the original design were made in the model~
the curve of the tapered walls at the exit of the conduit (Fig-
ure 4) was replaced by two almost equivalent chords as may be
seen in Figure 36, and the equ~valent earth sa~pes at the end
of the pool of 1 on 1 with a transition to 1 on 2 were replaced
with a continuous slope of 1 on 2. No attempt was made to reg-
ulate the tailwater since these tests were deemed purely ex-
ploratory.
Original Design Stilling Basin (See Photograph~-Figure 37)
Observations of the performance of the original stilJ..-
ing pool are itemized in Figure 46. As indicated, the original
walls'were too confining, for the estimated maximum tailwater
at El~ 892 of 27' was equalled or exceeded beyond 6,500 cfs.
The high-velocity jet at the end of the vertical curve and the
entrance to the pool floor continued practically undiminished
through the pool for all medium to high rates of flow. The
pulsations tn this l1VJe fast stream made velocity measurement
impossible (model conduit velocity at equivalent of 13,000 cfs
was 11.4 fps)~ The sills located in the vertical curve tended
to throw the jet above the line of sills on the floor, resulting
in a concentration of vary high velocity at the end sill. Sin~s
the jet continued to the end sill practically undiminished in
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velocity and cross-sectional area with a tailwater level higher
than the maximum estimate~ it was felt that any attempt to use
more floor sills and/or a different arrangement of sills would
provide little improvement unless the pool was deepened and/or
lengthened. Since the original design walls created an unman··
ageable disturbance in the model (splashing), the revised des:.gr'.
walls were installed wi thout delay. The action of the origin::-.:L
pool at 12,000 and 13,000 cfs is shown in the photographs of
F~gurea 38 and 39.
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Revised DemIL~,t..i1J..ing Basi1'1 (See Photograph--Figure 40)
Flaring the trsJ.ning walls was considered by the
writers to be a nom:.nal revision/! A.nticipating difficulties
with the original walls~ revised walls shown in Figure 36 Bnd
illustrated in the photograph of Fleure 40 were made in adve.nc~~" ...
These walls double the width at the end sill, and form a con··
tinuous line with the downstream chord of the tapered walls ~~
the vertical curve.
The general characteristics of this arrangement were
first investigated by removing all floor and vertical curve
sills, leaving only the exit weir sill. Widening the exit ap-
peared to decrease the velocity of the jet as it passed over the
end sill, and the cross-sectional area of the jet at the sill
was increased and elongated.
A series of trials were made using the original de-
sign s1lls first with, and then without, the si lIs in the ver"d
tical curve. Little if any additional dissipation was noted~
and the jet skimmed over the floor sills. The velocity at th8
end sill near the bottom was very high.
The vertical curve sills were removed 'and the origin~l
pool sills were augmented by as many as two additional rows in
various arrangements. There was no noticeable improvement with
more than one row of sills over a single row, regardless of
arrangement.
Without resorting to a major change in the design it
was then concluded that the basic objectives should be to sprea~
the jet as uniformly as possible and raise the maximum velocity
points at the end sill as high above the sill as possible. To
accomplish these immedia.te objectives the floor sllls were rg ..·
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versed in direction, with the sloping face upstream as shown in
Figure 36~ . It was hoped that this arrangement would deflect
part of the jet vepti ~.ally with consequently increased roller
action.
Reversing the sills WEI.S effective in raising the jot
off the floor. Several ~ombinations were tested" It was fO"n10.
that the floor sills had to be located in the central portio:."! :;:t'
the width to obtain a more uniform velocity distribution; sills
near the walls merely concentrated the jet.- The most effective
pattern was that detailed in Figure 36. The leading row of
sills (two), although not desirable from an erosion standpoint,
was 'absolutely essential in dissipating the jet. Since this
design was not completely satisfactory, complete velocity tra-
verses were not made, but the point of maximum ~locity was
determined and recordings made of the maximum velocity at vari-
ous rates of flow as recorded in Figure 46.
The revised stiliing pool shown in FigUre 46 repre-
sents close to the best arrangement which can be obtained with~
out lowering thetloor(probably a substantial amount-in rock)
and/or materially lengthening or reshaping the basin.
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X-SUMM:i.RY ••ND CONCLUSIONS
Te~~s of 1:~2 Model--To 9 .~ugust 1952
A. Both Gates Open:
For this condition, the model performed satisfactorily. No
negati ve pressures of any consequence were noted in the gate chamber
or transition at any head. In the conduit, negative pressures
would be encountered at the soffit within the last third of its
length when the discharge exceeded 8,000 cfs (conduit velocity head
=25'); therefore, misalignments in this region would surely result
in cavitation damage nearby. The slope of the hydraulic grade line
is proportional to the discharge and the distance over which nega-
tive pressures occurred in the model was therefore least for the
maximum discharge, as may be seen in Figure 20.
Some instability was noted in the flow when the discharge
ranged from 4,000 to 4,300 efs. Both with and without the forebay,
standing waves and/or a hydraulic jump might possibly form in the
conduit at this stage; however, this point could be passed in a
short time without serious results.
Air was trapped and carried into the flow at the entrance dur-
ing the transition from open channel to full flow (water level at
entrance El.906 to EI.9l2) the primary cause of the air entrainment
being the roughness of the approach water surface~ Without the
forebay, this condition lasted for a shorter period because of the
quieter surface.
B. Right Gate Closed:
tis determined from the model tests, cavitation of a dangerous
nature would quite likely occur in the event that only one gate were,
open. Quite high nega tive pressures were retl'orded for this arrange-
ment and also disturbed flow was observed in transi tion and eondui t ..
The water leaving the left passage had a spiral motion which did
not dissipate until well into the conduit. The conduit itself did
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for a discharge of 11,400 cfs. Operation with one gate closed
is inadvisable.
C. Model with and without Forebay:
The forebay and weir upstream from the intake was in··
tended to maintain the conservation pool. The model tests with
forebay in place and dis~harges in the vicinity of 3,000 to
5,000 cfs indicated that the air taken in at the intake and ve~t
would cause Some noise by its collapse; therefore, it would be
advisable not to maintain discharge at this stage for too long~
This condition occurred without the forebay but over a smaller
range.
No appreciable difference was noted in the outlet
pressures with or without forebay.
D. Gate Operation:
The model was designed to be operated with both gates
entirely open. The tests have indicated that operation with one
gate closed would be dangerous.
The present model tests do not warrant predictions as
to just what head would cause serious cavitation at partial gate
openings. If it is decided to maintain the conservation pool
by means of gates, operation of same should be SYmmetrical.
For total differential heads in excess of 68' (discharge =
9,200 cfs) and an average gate chamber velocity head of more
than 20', gates should be fully open. The gates could be fully
open at a dtscharge of 5,800 cfs, which is the capacity for
maintaining the conservation pool at El. 920. Partial gate
openings could be restricted to heads of 25 to 35 feet without
difficulty.
21
E. Stilling Pool:
At present, the testing of the stilling basin is in-
conclusi'Vle. The revised pool is not entirely satisfactory,
even though the altered walls spread out the area of the jet
and the reversed sills raise the high velocities off the floor,
Further testing and alteration are contemplated upon receipt of
a tailwater curve and the results of an economic survey.'
22
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FIGUBE 9
REVISED DESIGN
OVEMtL PHOTO
1:32 MODEL
FIGUEE 10
REVISED DESIGN
CONDUIT
1:32 MODEL
FIGURm 11
REVISED DESIGN
FOREB~Y & INTt\KE
1:32 MODEL
FIGURE 12
REVISED DESI GN
CLOSEUP OF HEiLDWORKS
1 :32 MODEL
FIGURE 13
r.Ev:.~mj) D.!:JSIGN
CLOSFUr JF G~~ CH~~R
J. :32 MODEL .
FIGUBE 14
.~ll Data is Given in Terms
of Prototype Values.
FIEST FORK OUT.LET STRUCTURE
1:32 MODEL. TEST n~T~
'l!~J3ULA.TIClN OF FREE SURF~CE WATER LEVELS
RUN NO. DISCHl\.RGE FOREBl\.Y RESERVOIR RElMQ,RKS
ClS LEVEL* POOL
1 2,200 905.4 925.2 Gate Chamber and
Conduit .l\.erated.
2 3,000 9C8.6 926.3 JUB t pas t open flow
in Gate Chamber-small
amount ot air from intake.
3,709 909.2 927.2 Small amount of air from
intake-flow 1n conduit
• slightly unstable.
3 4,800 912.4 928.5 Slight MOun t of air from
intake-just ~eyond full-
flow point.
4 5,300 916.6 929.0 No air drawn from in take.
5 5,800 920.1 929.7 CUr drawn through vents approxi-
6 6,500 926.2 930.5 mately the same as air fromintako, undor same condi-
7 8,400 ---....- 947. tions--for Runs 2 to 3.)
8 10,200 971-
9 11,100 ----- 987.
10 12.100 1003.
11 13,000 ----- 1019.
12 13,600 1030.
13 14,000 1036.
* FOBEB~Y--For Runs 1 to 6 the depth indicated obtained for a distance of 60
to 75 feet upstream from the intake in the forebay, which point
was roughly the end of the submerged jump.
All Data is Givell ill
Terms of Prototype Values.
]'!:B8~ FORK OUTLET STRUc.TU.BE
1 :32 MODEL. TEST m.T!!. 24 to 31 JUly 1952
Tapa-I, at Sta. 5.9
9/-15.3. E1. 898.
Loft Wall of
Gate Chamber.
Tap a-2, at Sta. 5.9
9!-18..0. ];1.898.
Left Wall of
Gate Chamber.
Tap a•.3. at Sta. 5.8
9122.0. E1.898,
Left Wall of
. Gate Chamber.
Tap a-4, at Sta. 5.8
9/31. 4, E1. 898,
Left Wall of
Gate Chamber.
Tap a-5, at.Sta. 6.2
9f33.7; E1.898,
Left Wall of
Gate Chamber.
Tap a-6, at Sta. . 5.8
9!-38 .. 7, E1.898.
Left Wall of
GateChamber.
Tap a-7. at Sta. . 6.1
9/45.7. E1.898,
Left Wall of
Gate Chamber.
Tap a-8, at Sta. 5.6
9t4~.6, E1.898,
Left Wall of
Gate Chamber.
8.9 10.2 34.9 52.8 .64. .75. 3'1. 97. 100.
(.~t l3eginn1ng of 1 on 12 fate Slot Taper-Service Gate) bj
....
@
8.3 8.6 .30.4 . 45.1 54.7 64.{) . 74.6 81.6 85.4 m
(.at End of 1 on 12 Gate Slot Taper-Service Gate) ~01
95.4
85.8
13
1036
101.496.3
90.6
12
1030
88.3
11
1019
76.2
32.0 47.7 58.9 68.5 79.4 86.7
(In Center of Roller Guide Slot - Guard Gate)
35.8 53.4 64.6
(tn Entrance Curve)
33.9 49.9 61.4 71.0 82. 9
(Point of Tangency~ Entrance Curve)
36.8 55.0 66.9 78. 90. 99. 104,
(At Beginning of1 on 12 Gate Slot Taper - Guard Gate)
30.7 .45.1 55.4 65.{) 75.2 81.9
Cu End. of 1 on 12 Gate Slot Taper - Guard Gate)
9.6
9.0
8.6
10.9
.10.2
8.6
8.3
8.6
8.3
2 3 7 8 9 10
926.3 928.5 947 971 987 1003
908.6 912.4 ----
3,000 4,800 8.400 10.....?9.Q_.};t,.:l:QQ._.:l.-?J100 13.90C:L.._J_~J600 _ 14,OO~__
_=PRESS1!BS HElW BE44.TlVE :fO GIVEN EL~'y~TION__9FJ~~.~. .u_.__......_._ .. . _. _
8.0 8.3 33.6 _50.962.4 74.2 84.8 92.8 96.3
(In Entrance Curve)
I
925.2
905.4
2,200
RUN NUMBER
RESERVOIR POOL EL.
FOREB4.Y LEVEL EL.
DISCHQ.RGE, CFS
FIRS'P ]'CBX OUTLET SrnrCIUBE
1:32 MODEL. TEST D~T~
All Data :t s Gj··nm tn
Terms of Prototype Values.
RUN NUMBER 1
RESERVOIR POOL EL. 925.2
2
926.3
3 7
928.5 947
8
971
9
987
10
1003
11
1019
12
1030
24 to 31 July 1952
13
1036
FOREB~Y LEVEL EL. 905.4 908.6 912.4
DISCH~RGE. C~ 2,200 3,000 4,800 ~,400 10,200 11,100 12,100 13,000 13,600 14,000
____.. --··_·_·_·····_--_.••·_-_···._.··_··--·0 ._...__ ... _ .._._ .0. "."_"_' ... _.__ ... _ ....•.....__...,_ ... _. '" ...__...__ . __~._.__."_'
Tap a-10, at Sta~
9/65.3 g El. 898,
Left Viall of
Transition.
Tap a-12, ;;:.t clta.
9/8807. El.898.
Left Wall 6f
Transi tion.
Tap a-14, at Sta.
10/18.0. EJ,,898,
Left Wall of
Transition.
5.4
5.4
5.3
8.3
8.3
7.7
8.6 30.4 45.4 55.4 65.0 75.2
(Transition- .~cross from Splitter Wall)
8.6 30.1 45.1 54.4 64.0 74.2
(Transition- .~crossfromSplitterWa11)·
7.4 26.6 39.4 48.6 57.0 65.9
(Transition- ~yond Splitter Wall)
82.6
81.6
72.3
86.7
85.4
75.5
Tap c-·I, at Sta.
911503~ E1.898.
Left Side of
SpIt tt&:i' Wall.
Tap c-2: at Sta.97- .
. 18.0, El. 898,
Left Side of .
Spli tter '\1al1.
Tap c""73, at Sta.
9/-22.0, El.898 •
.~eft Side of
Splitter'ITall.
Tap a-5. at Sta..
9!-33.7, E1.898.
Left Side of
Spli tter Wall.
Tap c-6. at Sta.
L
9{-36. 7 & Elc 898,
eft S~d6 of
.~Ii '-f " "IT- nOJ.'" 't er 8~ __ "
6.4
5.8 8.3
12.5 44.2 64.3 76.5 89.0 103. 112.
(In ~p~itter Viall Pie~Left Side':" In Entrance Curve)
806 30.4 44.8 55.0 65.3 75.2 81.9
(At End of 1 on 12 Gate Slot Taper-Guard Gate)
118.
86.4
All Dam is ~·::'·,,·ei1 in
Terms of PrototJtpe Values.
14,000
24 to 31 July 1952
11 12 13
1019 1030 1036
10
1003
9
987
8
971
7
947
FIRST :b'O:E"1C OU~T'~ET STRUCTURE
--i-;-3-i~\10DEL. TEST 0 D!l.T:i
2 3
·926.3 928.5
908.6 912.4
3,000 4,800 8,400 10,200 .11,100 12,100 13,000 13,600
1
925.2
905.4
2, roo
··RUN NUMBER
BmSERVOIR POOL EL.
FOHEB;\Y LEVEL EL.
DISCRUtGE, CFS
85.8
85.8
81.3
84.5
100.2
81.0
90.2 95.0
81.9 86.1
b:j
H
81.9 86.1 ~
....
-,J
72.0 75.5
80.3
74.8
82.6
83.8
70.77.0 25.6 41.9 51.2 61.1
(Downstream Tip of Splitter)
8.3 29.8 43.8 53.a 63.4 73.3
(At End of 1 on 12 Gate Slot ~per - SerVice Gate)
8.3 29.1 00· 44.8 54.7 064.6 74.9
(At End of 1 on 12 Gate Slot Taper - Service Gate)
8.3 29.1 44.5 54.4 64.3
(Left Side of Splitter - I~ Transi tion) 0
B·.~. 30.1 44.8 55.0 65.0
(Transition-across from Splitter Wall)
9.6 33.9 50.2 61.4 72.8
(Point of Tangency,o Entrance Curve)
7.0 26.2 39.0 48.3 57.{)
(Transition - Beyond Splitter Wall)
9.6 33.6 49.6 60.S 71.4
(Point of Tangency....Entrance Curve)
8.0
8.0
8.6
8.6
8.0
8.3 8.3 30.1 44.8 55.0 65.C 74.9
(~t End of 1 on 12 Gate Slot !laper- Service Gate)
8.3
PRESSURE HE.!U) RELATIVE TO GIVEN ELEVATION OF o~_Q.P..:.. . _
9.0 9.0 34.9 0·51.8 63.0 74.6 86.1 95.4
o(.l\.t :Beginning of 1 on 12 Gate'Slot Taper - Service Gate)
Tap c-7,at Sta. 6.1
9/-45.7, E1.89B,
L.eft Side of
·$plitter Wall.
Tap c-8, at Sta.. 5.4
9/-49.0, El.898.
Left Side of
Spli tter WaJ.l.
Tap c-12, at Stat 4.2
9/-88.7, El.898,
Left Side of
Splitter.
Tap c-13, at Sta.~ 4.8
10/01.5, El.898,
Splitter.
-------_ ..•_-----_._~
T8.p d-3, at Sial 5.6
9{-22.0, El.898,
Rt. Side Splitter WaJ.l.
Tap d-8. at Sta. 5.4
9/-49.0, EI.S98,
Rt. Side Splitter Wall.
Tap e-3, at Sta. 5.8
91-22.0, El.898,
Rt. Wall Gate Chamber.
Tap e':'8, at Sta. 5.4
91-49.6, El.898,
Rt. Wall Gate Chamber.
!rap e-12, at Sta. 5.4
9188.7, El.898,
Rt.Wall Gate Chamber.
Tap 0-14, at Sta. 6.9
10/18.0, E1.898,
Rt. Wall Transi tion.
....
(Xl
100.2
108.0
102.7
103.4
37.1 51.5 61.4 70.7 81.0 88.0
(Floor of Left Passage - At End of Splitter Wall)
40.6 56.0 66.9 77.4 88.0
(Floor of Left Gate Passage - Centerline)
38.4 53.1 63.4 73.3 83.2 90.2 94.7
(Floor of Left Passage - Centerline - Transition - Splitter)
41.6 57.6 68.8 79.4 90.2
(Floor of Left Gate Passage - Centerline)
43.8 60.8 73.0 83.8 95.7
(Floor of Left Gate Passage - Centerline)
21.4 38.4 49.0 58.6 69.1 75.8 80.3
(On Centerline of Top of Left Passage - Just Beyond Air Vent)
22.1 36.8 47.0 57.0 66.6 73.9 78.1
(On Centerline of Top of Left Passage - In Transition)
23.8 39.8 50.7 60.6 71.2 78.2 83.0
(In Upper Intake Curve - on Can ter1ine of Left Passage)
24.0 39.7 50.6 60.5 70.7 78.1 82.9
(End of Upper Intake Curve - on Canterline of Left Passage)
21.0 37.0 47.6 57.8 68.4 75.4 80.2
(In Upper Intake Curve - on Centerline of Left Passage)
0.5
0.8
1.0
17.0
17.6
18.216.9
15.7
16.6
16.6
All Data. is G:i.v·~:"1 j.Ii. !fBSTJ(~:u'~ _QT;'Pl,J1}::!' ~'?'-tR.S-TC:"1~iJRE
Terms Of'_ "'nr"totype Values. 1 ~32MODEL. TEST D;"T.~s; v _ 24 to 31 Jul~ 1952
RUN NUMBER 1 2 3 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
RESERVOIR POOL EL. 925.2 926.3 928~5 947 971 987 1003 1019 1030 1036
FOREBQ.Y LEVEL EL. 905.4 908.6 912.4 ---- -
DISCRUlGE, CFS 2,200 3.000 4.800 8,400 ~~-,.~9.. _!..!-,100..._J?-!..10~ 13-1999_ .... _!;3.!.§0.2......!~~~0__
.-. ----..---.- ----.---- -.--- .._- -- -"-' .;; :._ .. -v-E--TO'GIVEN ELEVATION OF Ti\P•
.__ _ _.. _ _ _.. ._:PRE.~§~ .. H:!!l~ .~i\TJ._ _ _ .- _.. _ __ ----... . '_ .. """- ._.- .
Tap t-1, at Sta. 1.1 24.5 40.8 53.0 64.6 77.0 85.3 89.8
9/15.3, E1.908.4 (In Upper Intake Curve - on Centerline of Left Passage)
Top of Chamber.
Tap t-3, at Sm.
9122.0, El. 907.4
Top of Chq,mber.
Tap t-4, at Sta..
9.,£31.4, El.906.5
Top of Chamber.
Tap t-6.5, El.906.
Sta. 9142.0,
Top of Chamber.
Tap t-9, at Sta.
9152.7, E1.906,
Top of -Chamber.
Tap t-ll, at Sta.
9j.77.4, E1.906.
Top of Chamber.
'Tapl):3.-at5ta-: 13.9
9!-22.0, E1.890.
Bottom.
Tap b-6, at Sta. 13.8
9/-36.7, E1.890.
Bottom.
Tap b-8, at Sta. 13.8
9!-49.0. El.890.
:Bottom.
Tap ~11. at Sta. 13.4
9177.4. E1.890.
:Bottom.
Tap 1>--13, at Sta. 12.8
10"£01.5. E1.890.
Bottom.
End of Oonduit, at Invert, Sta. 19+95, E1. 881.0 *******************************************************
21.4
12.5
51.5
42.2
20.8
25.9
11.9
12.2
49.0
40.6
24 to 31 July 1952
12 13
1030 1036
24.3
11.2
11.5
31.0
45.6
19.8
11
1019
11.2
'Z7.7
18.2
10
1003
11.8
25.0
11.5
10.9
35.2
9
987
21.8
29.9
18.2
8
971
7
947
FIP",,",_T_ X;)~;~_7~·';::~'~.I_§",;';;.fLl.r~.:y:~;&
! :32 MQ~EL. rl"S.lS]! LA'i:il.
12.5 11.2
(Conduit Invert)
12.5 15.4
(Oonduit Invert)
1208 11.5
( Oondui t Invert)
12.2 17.6
(Oonduit Invert)
12.3 13.8
(Oondui t Invert)
11.8 19.8
(Oonduit Invert)
11.8 22.4
(Oondui t Invert)
13.0 11.4
(Condui t Invert)
9.0
9.6
9.3
9'.1
9.6
10.1
10.1
8.3
7.5
8.3
8.0
7.8
8.8
All Data. is CL\·'t'D. ·i.il
Terms of Pro ~o'~;ype; Values.
mm NUMBIDR 1 2 3
RESERVOIR POOL EL. 925.2 926.3 928~5
FOBEBaY LEVEL EL. 905.4 908.6 912.4
DISCHfillGE, CFS 2,200 3,000 . 4,800. 8,400 10,200 11,100 12,100 13,000 13,600 14.000
. -'----. _..... --- '._====:~_ .._.._~_.B\EfSstJRE··HEm --OO;A.T1Vj~01;6 GiVEN.ji,Ev~iI.OO:__OFm.· :-_~_'.=_--.~-:.'~...~.==-"-------~
Tap b-15, at Sta. 11.5 14.1 11.8 25.9 35 0 2 41 0 8 48.0 54.7 59.2 61.8
10/35.3, El.889.7 (Bottom of Conduit - Just Past Transition)
Bottom.
Tap b-16, at Sta.
12/08, El. 888.1,
Bottom.
Tap b-4 17, at Sta.
131-60, E1.886.7,
Bottom.
Tap b-18 p at Sta.
15t20, El.88503,
Bottom.
Tap b-19, at Sta.
16f80, E1.883.9,
Bottom.
Tap b-19.5, at Sta.
17/60, E1.883.2,
:Bottom.
Tap b-20, ~t Sta.
181-40~ E1.882.4,
Bottom.
Tap b-21., at ;jta.
191-10, E1.881.8,
Bottom.
Tap b-22, at Sta.
191-80, E1.881.l,
Bottom.
/ .
...,
All Data is Given in
Terms of Prototype Values.
FIGURE 21
FIRST FORK OUTLET STRUCTURE
-1:32 MODEL, TEST"-DA'rA
COMPONENTS OF TOTAL HEAD AS INDICATED BY MODEL:
Discharge
'if
7 8,400
8 10,200
9 11,100
10 12,100
11 13,000
12 13,600
13 14,000
Total Head= Conduit Conduit Head
Pool E1.-889. Velocity Loss from Station
Head 10~35.3 to 19~95.
58' 27.0' 26.6'
82' 40.0' 35.9'
96' 47.5' 42.5'
114' 56.3' 48.'7'
130' 65.0' 55.4'
141' '71.0' 59 0 9'
147' '75.5' 62.5'
Run Head Loss from Friction Factor, Equivalent
Forebay to Station f, Darc~ f~om Con- MI::mning n.
10t35.3 in CondUit dult Loss
7 4.4' 0.0158 000147
8 6.2' 0.0150 000143
9 8.0' 0.0149 0.0143
10 9.0' 0.0144 0.0140
11 9.6' 0.0142 0.0139
12 10.1' 0.0141 0.0139
13 9.0' 0.0138 0.0138

All Data is Given in
Terms of Prototype Values.
FIGURE 23
FIRST FORK OUTLET STRUCTURE
1:32 M6DEL, TEST DATA
PRESSURE HEAD IN VENTS COMPARED" TO NEARBY TOP TAPS:
Pressure Head Relative to Elevation 906.
Run !=.! t-6.5 Water Level in Vents· ~
-
'7 23.8 24.0 24.3 21.4
8 39.8 39.'7 40.0 38.4
9 50.7 50.6 ·51.2 49.0
10 60.6 60.5 62.4 58.6
11 71.2 '70.7 73.3 69.1
12 78.2 '78.1 80.0 75.8
13 83.0 82.9 84.8 80.3
All Data is Given in Terms
of Prototype Values.
FIGURE 24
FIRST FORK OUTLET STRUCTURE
1:32 MODEL, TEST DATA
30 July 1952
SPECIAL RUNS WITH RIGHT GATE COMPLETELY CLOSED:
TAP NO. POSITION PRESSURE HEAD RELATIVE TO GIVEN ELEVATION OF TAP
(For Details see
Runs 1 to 13)
RUN NO. R-1
RESERV.
.POOL 956 ~-,
7,~OOCFS
VENTS··OPEN
RUN NO. R-2
RESERV.
POOL 980
7.,.100 CFS
VENTS CLOSED
RUN NO. R-3
RESERV.
POOL 1031
11,400 CPS
VENTS OPEN
a-l Left Wall 21.8
0-1 Left/Pier 20.2
t-1 Left Top 16.2
a-2 Left Wall 21.8
0-2 Left/Pier 18.2
a-3 Left Wall 13.8
b-3 Left Bottom 25.3
0-3 Left/Pier 14.1
t-3 Left Top - 1.4
d-3 Right/Pier 57.6
e-3 Right Wall 57.6
a-4 Left Wall 8.3
t-4 Left Top 1.1
a-5 Left Wall 23.4
0-5 Left/Pier 25.3
a-6 Left Wull 2.9
b-6 Left Bottom 19~8
0-6 Left/Pier 3.2
t-6.5 Left Top 0.0
a-7 Left Wall 17.3
0-7 Left/Pier 16.0
a-S Left Wall 2.2
b-8 Left Bottom 17.0
c-8 Left/Pier 2.2
d-8 Right/Pier 0.01.
t-9 Left Top - 2.2
a-10 Left Wall 2.2
b-ll Left Bottom 10.2
t-l1 Left Top - 5.1
&-12 Left Wall 2.2
0-12 Left/Pier 1.6
e-12 Right Wall - 1.0#
b-13 Left Bottom 5.8
0-13 Tip of Spli tter - 0.6i.
u-14 Left Wall 7.4
e-14 Right Wall 0.0".
b-15 Conduit Invert 18.2
b-16 Conduit Invert 11.4
b-17 Conduit Invert 11.8
b-18 Conduit Invert 12.6
b-19 Conduit Invert 12.8
b-20 Conduit Invert 12.3
(0 Tap not covered by water.)
11.8
11.2
8.5
12.8
9.6
4.2
16.6
5.4
-11.3
81.6
81.6
0.3
... 8.5
10.6
17.0
- 6.1
11.2
... 6.4
- 8.3
6.7
7.4 .
- 6.7
0.3
- 7.0
- 8,0
-10.11
... 7.0
1.3
-13.1
- 7.4
- 7.7
... 8.3
- 1.6
... 8.6
- 7.0
- 9.6
11.2
17.9
16.3
15.4
13.9
11.8
49.3
38 to 42
46.6
47.4
38.1
26.6
10.9
29.1
5.0
131.8
131.8
14.4
10.1
49.6
56.0
lfl6
30.7
1.6
6/J7
6.4
38.7
1.6
16.0
0.0
- 7.7*
:£.a
2.6
9.9
- 4.8
1.0
0.0
- 6.4*
0.3
- 8.6~~
'2,6
... 7.7,.,1-
9.9
21.1
20 to 23
25.9
22.1
15.0
FIGUBE 25
:REVISED DESIGN
FOREBl\Y
1:32 MODEL
FlGUBE 26
BEVIS!D DESI GN
FOREB~Y
2,000 efs
1:32 MODEL
FIGURE Zl
REVISED DESIGN
FO~Y
4,000 ofs
1 :32 MODEL
FIGURE 28
DVISIllD DESIGN
JOEUQ.!
5,000 efs
1:32 MODEL
FIGURE 29
BilVlSED DESIGN
FORE:B~Y
6,000 cf,
1:32 MODEL
-----~-----------~~~~-~-~--~-~---
FIGURE 30
REVISED DESIGN
FOBEBA,.Y
7,000 efa
1:32 MODEL
FIGURE 31
REVISED DESIGN
FO:BE:BlY
7,400 cfa
POOL LEVEL ~ FOREIi~Y LEVEL
1:32 MODEL
All Data is Given i~ Terms
of Prototype Values~
FIGURE 32
FIRST FORK OUTLET STRUCTURE
1: 32MODEL, TEST DATA
TABULATION OF FREE SURFACE WATER LEVELS--WITHOUT FOREBAY
RUN
NO:
8-9
5-8
8-7
DISCHARGE,
CFS
2,000
3,000
4',100
4,400
RESERVOIR
POOL
907.
908.
9]2.
to
910.
911.
REMARKS
Gpem c~amnel flow tnr~ug~out, no-
ticeable drawdown at intake, conduit
half full.
Point of transition between open and
full flow in gate chamber, drawdown'
at intake.
Flow in conduit unstable, large
amount of air from intake, jump is
present at times in conduit--ac-
oentuated by.relatively small size
of mOdel entrance tank.
Periodic gu~ping of air at intake
at about 2-3 sec. intervals, slight
amount of air through vents, bubblef
traveling length of conduit neither
large nor continuous--action is
mild.
8-6 4,900 913. No air drawn from intake or vents~
water in vents at El. 90705.
S-5 5,300 916.
S-4 5,700 919.
8-3 6,100 923.
8-1 6,500 926.
For all higher heads, check runs were identical with the data
given in Figure 14, with the'forebo.y. The o.mount of air drawn
from the air 'Vents and intake for these·runs was practically
the same as that for the similar runs withtheforebay. The
critical range of 4,100 to 4,300cfs was accentuated here by
the restriction in stage regulation afforded by the 4' x lOr
model entrance tank.
All Data is Given in Terms
of Prototype Values.
FIGURE 33
5 & 6 August 1952
FIRST FORK OUTLET~TRUCTURE
1:32 MODEL, TEST~
BOTH GATES OPEN--NO FOREBAY
J
TAP NO. POSITION PRESSURE HEAD RELATIVE TO GIVEN ELEVATION OF TAP
(For Details see
Runs 1 to 13) RUN 8-7 RUN 8-2
RESERV. RESERV.
POOL 912. POOL·9ll.
4.100 CFS 4,400 CFS
a-I Left Wall 8.0 8.3
c-l Left/Pier 10.3 10.9
t-J. Left Top el.O 0.2
a-2 Left Wall 9.0 9.0
c-2 Left/Pier 9.3 9.3
a-3 Left Wall 8.0 8.3
b-3 Left Bottom 17.0 17.0
c-3 Left/Pier 8.3 8.7
t-3 Left Top - 0.8 - 0.5
d-3 Right/Pier 8.0 8.7
e-3 Right Wall 8.0 8.'7
a-4 Left TtVall 7.7 8.0
t-4 Left Top - 0.8 - 0.1
a-5 Left Wall 8.7 9.3
c-5 Left/Pier 9.3 9.3
0.-6 Left Wall 7.4 7.7
b-6 Left Bottom 16.0 16.3
e-6 Left/Pier 7.7 7.4
t-6.5 Left Top
- 0.3 0.0
a-7 Left Wall 8.3 9.0
e-7 Left/Pier 9.0 8.7
a-8 Left Wall 7.1 7.4
b-8 Left Bottom 15.7 16.0
e-8 Left/Pier 7.4 7.4
d-8 Right/Pier 7.1 7.4
t-9 Left Top - 0.3 - 0.3
a-10 Left Wall 7.1 7.4
b-ll Left Bottom 15.1 15.4
t-ll Left Top - 0.6 - 0.6
0.-12 Left Wall 7.1 7.4
e-12 Left/Pier 7.4 7.4
e-12 Right Wall 7.4 7.4
b-13 Left Bottom 14.4 14.4
e-13 Tip Splitter 6.7 7.1
0.-14 Left Wall 6.4 6.4
e-14 Right Wall 6.4 6.4
b-15 Conduit Invert (u 11.5
b-16 Conduit Invert n 11.2
b-17 Conduit Invert s 11.9
h-18 Conduit Invert t 12.8
b-19 Conduit Invert a. 12.8
b-20 Conduit Invert b 12.8
1
e)
FIGURE 34
5 & 6 August 1952
FIRST FORK OUTLET STRUCTURE
-82 MODEL; TEST DATA
BOTH GATES OPEN--NO FOREBAY
All Data is Given in Terms
of Prototype Values.
TAP NO. gOSITION
(Par Details see
Runs 1 to 13)
PRES~,(~HEAD RELATI~ TO GJVEN ELEVATION OF TAP
a-I
e-1
t u 1
a·· 2
c-2
~-3
b-3
0-3
t-·3
d-3
e",3
a-4
t-4
a-5
c-5
a-6
b .. 6
e-6
t-6.5
a-7, '"'
e-7
a-8
b-8
e-8
d-8
t-9
a-10
b-11
t-11
a-12
e-12
e-12
b-13
e-13
a-14
e-14
b-15
b-16
b-17
b-18
b-19
0-20
Left Wall
Left/Pier
Left Top
Left Wall
Left/Pier
Left Wall
Left Bottom
Left/Pier
Left Top
R!ght/Pier
Righi; Wall
Left Wa.ll
Left Top
Left Wall
Left/Pier
Left Wall
Left Bottom
Left/Pier
Left Top
Left Wall
Left/Pier
Left Wall
Left Bottom
Left/Pier
Right/Pier
Left Top
Left Wall
Left Bottom
Left Top
Left Wall
Left/Pier
Right Wall
Left Bottom
Tip Splitter
Left Wall
Right Wall
Conduit Invert
Conduit Invert
Conduit Invert
Conduit Invert
Cor..duit Ini.Tert
Conduit Inv5rt
RUN 8-5
RESERV.POOL 916.
5 2300 CF8
12 0 5
14.7
3 0 4
13.1
13.1
11.9
20.8
12.2
2.8
12.2
11.9
1106
3.1
1305
13.J.
10.6
19.9
;l0.6
3.2
12.8
12.5
10.6
19.2
10.3
10.3
2.9
10.9
18.6
2.6
10.6
10.3
10.6
17.6
9.9
9.3
9.0
13.2
12.8
12.3
12.3
12.3
12.0
RUN 8-1
RESEW!. POOL
6,500 CFS
19.5
23~,]
10.1
20,,2
20.8
19.2
28.2
19.5
9.,2
19.2
18.9
1802
9,.7
21.4
21.a
17.:,,0
26.6
17.0
9,,9
2002
2002
17.0
26.2
16.6
16.6
9.9
1~.2
25.0
9.0
17.0
17.0
16.6
24.0
16.0
14.7
14.7
17.3
15.5
14.6
13.9
13.1
11.9
9260
f:J)
-i.
::0
C-
O
-i
C
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14!.- 0 FIGURE 36
5~'-a ~4'-a
FIRST FORK DAM
I: 32 MODEL DETAILS
REVISED STILLI NG POOL
OF 31 JULY 1952
FOR GANNE T, FLEMING, CORDDRY, AND
CARPENTER INC.
HYDRAULIC LABORATORY
LEHIGH UNIVERSITY BETHLEHEM, PA.
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FIGURE 37
ORIGIN.l\L m;SIGN
STILLING POOL
1:32 MODEL
FIGURE 38
ORIGINU" DESIGN
STILLING FOOL
12,000 cts
1:32 MODEL
FIGURE 39
ORIGIN~ DESIGN
STILLING POOL
13,00 ole
1:32 MODEL
FIGURE 4{)
REVISED
STILLING POOL
1 :32 MODEL
FIGURE 41
REVISED
STLLLING FOOL
2,000 cfs
1:32 MODEL
FIGURE 42
REVISED
~TUJLING POOL
6~OOO cis
1:32 MODEL
FIGURE 43
REVISED
ST!LLING POOL
O~000 cfs
1:32 MODEL
FIGURE 44
iEVISID
STILLING POOL
11.000 eta
1:32 MODEL
JIGUI8 45
REtllSE~.
STILLING POOL
13,000 cts.
1:32 1I(0D~..
All Data. is Given in Terms
of Prototype Values.
FIGURE 46
FIRST FORK OUTLET STRUCTURE
1..: 32 MODEL, ~EST DATA
STILLTNG.L,P.00L
ORIGINAL DESIGN
--Depth at End of
Discharge Side Walls
Station 21,i35.
2,200 23'
3,000 24'
4,800 25.5'
5,300 25.5'
5,800 25.5'
6,500 27'
8,400 27'
10,200 30'
11,100 32'
12,100 32'
Jet submerged within vertical curve.
Depth of Flow Between Side Walls
fairly uniform.
Ditto.
Ditto.
Ditto.
D! tto.
Action becoming violent.
Violent action in pool. Jet con-
tinues practically undiminished to
end of poolo
Free jet extends almost to end of
vertica1curve--very high exit ve~oc­
i ty over sill-depth at Sta.20,l55" 21' I
. - I
.Dltto.
Ditto, except that free jet springs
clear of tapered walls. Very high
exit velocity, especially along bot-
tom, throughout pool. See photo.
Measured Max.
Vel. over
End Sill*
Depth at Beginning
of Side Walls
Station 20":55.
Depth at End of
Side Walls
Statlon 21t35.
Discharge
Beyond 11,000 cfs, jet completely uncontrolled by pool (see also
photo for 13,000 cfe). High oscillating velocity of jet at end sill
impossible of measurement. Sill blocks have little or no effect
upon jet--jet continues practically undiminlslied in velocity and
area to end slll.
REVISED DESIG~
2,000 cfa
6,000
8,000
11,000
13,000
18.5' 18. ,
22.5' 19. ,
23. , 19. '
25.5' 21.5'
32.0' 25.5'
non-readable
4.5 fpa
5.7 fps
9.0 fpa
13.5 fps
approx.
{~ The points of maximum velocity were about 20-feet in from the
ends of the walls on either aide, and about 1/4 to 1/3 of the
depth, from the floor. These are equivalent prototype ve1ocities~(See photographs of above five r.uns.)
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In the basic report "Tests of a 1:32 Model of a Proposed Outlet
Struc ture for the Firs t F'ork Dam" of June- September 1952, the s ta tus
of the stilling basin design was lmdefined and the test results were
inconclusive. Plans for an almost completely new stilling basinj a
computed tailwater rating curve and authorization to build this new
basin were issued on 28 Jlugust 1952 by Mr. Niederhoff • This basin,
described in this report, has been arbitrarily designated the ".~lt­
ernate Stilling Basin". Details relative to the four basic .dter-
na te Basin arrangements reported here are given in Figure .:·~-l.
-
These are characterized by:
Alternate No. I - Exactly as given in print from Mr. Niederhoff.
Alternate No.2 - Same as No.1 except that 1 on 4 slope of 80'
wide channel to El. 883 was replaced by a I on 8 slope to new
channel floor at El. 878. The channel elevation of 878 was also
held for .aternate No.3 and No.4.
;~lternate No.3 - The 122' side walls were reduced to a length,
of 90' and the end sill was moved toward the outlet portal to a dis-
tance of 90' from the end of the parabolic drop, otherwise identical
to ~lternate No.2. In effect, ~lternate No.3 was a basin 90' long.
Alternate No.4 - Same as ~lternate No.3, except that the
single row of floor blocks was replaced by two rows of blocks.
Comparing Figure 4~-1 wi th Figure 4 of the basic r'eport the out-
standing revisions consist of the new conduit exit transition, and
80' rather than a 40' channel and substantially a doubling of length
of both the chute and the pool. The cross-section of the pool dif-
fers little from that for the original ~esign. Tailwater depths for
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the al terna te design were governed by the data of Figure 28. ..i
maximum conduit discharge of 13,000 c.fos. was specified for testing
by the sponsor.
The writers' were joined by Mr. C.W. Pickering of the sponsor-
ing firm from September 15 to 20 and 22 to 27, 1952, periods cover-
ing the most important tests~ Performance of d·lternate No.2 was
observed by Mr. Niederhoff and Mr. Connelly on September 20, and on
September 26, 1952 by Mr. Courtney. 41ternate No o 3 was authorized
in a letter from Mr. Niederhoff dated September 29j 1952. :~ter Mr.
Niederhoff and Mr. Pickering had wi tnessed the performa.nce of .·~l t-
ernate No.3 on October 10, 1952, testing of "·lternate No.4 was
verbally authorizedo
.Uternate No.4 was the most satisfactory in general; however,
the other three arrangements could not be considered unsatisfactory.
Each of the ~lternate designs performed substantially better than
either the "original" or "revised lf design indicated in Figures 4,
and 36 of the basic report. The criteria of acceptance were per-
formance, economy and overall safety.
All dimensions and values. given in this report are in terms of
prototype values.
Description:
Since the details of the .:~lternate Design differed radically
from those for the Revised Design, the latter was scrapped and a
model of the Alternate Design construoted to a scale of 1:32. The
transition from a circular to a rectangular section at the exit of
the conduit was fabricated of clear pla.stic by Van Beek Industries
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of Orange, N.J. The transition was preceded by 10' of the lucite
pipe used in the original tests (set at the new slope) and 10' of
steel pipe, terminating in a funnel entrance and connected to an
entrance tank. The gate chamber and entrance of the original model
were not used since only the new exit transition and stilling basin
were being investigated and the space necessary to accommodate the
new conduit length (approximately 300 feet longer than that shown in
basic report) was not available at the time in the laboratory. The
wood tank housing the stilling basin was one and one~half times as
long as the one used in the tests of the basic report. A sensitive
tailgate was installed at the downstream end of this tank. A total
of 38 piezometer taps were located in the exit transition and conduit.
Performance:
The first trial run on September 18, 1952 indicated that at
higher discharges flow in the 80 1 channel was too unstable, being
near the critical depth and therefore acting as a control, and the
channel floor was lowered to El. 878 in accordance with the instruc-
tions given by the sponsor.
The necessity of utilizing floor blocks and chute blocks was in-
vestigated at 13,000 c.f.s. by removing both sets one at a time.
Without the chute blocks the toe of the jump moved downstream and
the jump became unstable. Without both chute and floor blocks the
jump moved down to the end sill and out of the basin.
AL'IERN;i.TE NO. 'IWO
With the 80' channel rising to El. 878 on a 1 on 8 slope, but
details otherwise identical to those given in .the sponsor's drawing,
observations were made at 2,000; 6,000; 8,000; 10,000; and 13,000 c~
f.s. Pertinent photographs appear in Figures A-2 to 4-8. Velocity
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measurements at 0.2 and 0.8 depth for 8,000 and 13,000 c.f.s. were
taken O,t the 80' channel, b~yond the sloping section, and at the
end of the concrete for J.~ltepnates 2, 3 and 4. These velocity d:ltn.
converted to prototype equivalents are given in Figures J.~-24 to :1-27.
The toe of the jump at 13,000 c.f.s~ was located at the center
of the chute blocks. The end of the jump roller was approximately
15' upstrerun from the end sill at 13,000 c.f.s. In the velocity
profiles of Figure .1".1,-25 and J..L-27, at the points behind the curved
end walls the current meter was oriented 45 0 from the axis of the
basin. The officiency of the s tilling basin is indica ted by the
uniform distribution of velocity since the average velocity at a
traverse station was taken as the mean of the velocities at 0.2 and
0.8 depth; this is reflected in the closeness to which the computed
discharge matches the actual discharge. For J..Llternate No.2 it was
necessary to take the traverse at the change in grade of the channel
(a point further back was available for "'~lternates No.3 and 4);
since this point was in a region of non-uniform flow, the traverse
dis charge of Figure A- 24 f or ,~l ternate No. 2 is therefore no t c omp-
letely representative.
Two factors became evident as the result of these tests: (1)
the toe of the jump should be moved further up the chute and (2) for
reasons of economy the basin proper could po~sibly be shortened
while maintaining efficient action in the stilling pool. To app-
roach these objectives, Mr. Pickering installed an extension of the
end sill. 'rhe limiting condition for a stable jump occurred when
the pool floor was shortened to about 90' of the original 122'.
Tests were made (not recorded here) for this condition with the same
floor block arrangement used for ~lternates No.2 and 3 as well as
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that for ":41ternate No.4. These trial tests indicated thnt the two
objec tives listed above. should be obtainable wi th a shortened basin
since the toe of the jump moved up to the top of the chute blocks
and the jump roller tel~inated in the vicinity of the new arbitrary
end sill, for both floor block arrangements~
ALTERNA.TE NO o THREE
In shortening the pool walls to 90', it was possible to length-
en the 80' model channel beyond the break in grade to an equivalent
of about 45'. For this Alternate a fairly uniform channel velocity
distribution is indicated in Pigures .l:~-24 and .11.-26. Pertinent
photos appear in Figures 4-9 to A-15.
For 13,000 cltf.s. in Figure .h-25, it may be noted that little
change over ~~lternn.te No.2 occurred in the velocity distribution
near the bottom, but high velocities were concentrated nearer the
surface (condition reflected in high avern.ge velocity indicated by
traverse computed discharge).
The toe of the jump was located further up the slope (toe cov-
ered chute blocks) than in alternate No. 2 and flow conditions in
the channel were as good if not better than those noted for ~lter­
nc:. te No.2.
Further reduction of pool length was not considered wise since
a temporary upstrea.m extension of the end sill was not effective in
moving the toe of the jump further up the chute and the stability of
the jump wa.s unsatisfactoryo It was therefore concluded that the
pool length of 90' was the minimum.
l~.LTERNATE NO .. FOUR
The use of two rows of floor blocks instead of a single row had
resulted in lowered velocities near the floor at the end of the
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basin in the trials leading up to .Uternate No.3, by Mr. Pickering.
Further, it was argued that safe performance of the basin would be
more assured should erosion of the first floor-block row take place,
since the second row (located downstream from original single row)
should not be affec ted by erosion., and s tanding alone would provide
performance similar to that given 'by .'llternate No.3.•
The performance of this arrQngement is shown in Figures ~-16
to .A-23. Figure A-23 was a special possible combination requested
by the sponsor: tailwauer equivalent tQ flow over the spillway of
about 40,000 c.f.s. and a conduit flow of 13,000 cef.s.• or u flow in
the downstream channel of about 50,000 c.f.s.
In this arrangement, there was more surface disturbance at the
end of the basin but ~lis disturbance did not continue to the chan-
nel as indicated in the photos and the data of Figures 4-24 andA~26o
More important, the velocities near the bottom (Figures 4-25 and
4.-:-27) have been reduced, with a corresponding increase in velocity
in the upper part of the cross-section.
Alternate No.4 is preferred from the standpoint of overall per-
formance, economy qnd safety.
CONDUIT EXIT TR1NSITION
The location and identification system used for the 38 piezo-
meter taps are given in FigureA-29. A photo of the exit transition
is given in F'igure A- 300 Data, converted to prototype pressure
heads at the various tap locations for four rates of flow, are given
in Figure ;~3l. The figures shown are accurate to within plus or
minus 0 .. 5 fee t, prototype eCj:J.ivalent, in terms of accuracy of read·.
:'ng.,
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As with the original exit, negative pressures are relieved by
a rise of the hydraulic gr~de line with increase in discharge. The
cross-sectional area goes from 201 square feet at the conduit to
205 square feet at the exit, with a maximQm area (because of type of
transition) about 20' from the exit o This increase of area through
the trnnsition has the effect of alleviating pressures through the
transition. 411 negative pressures at 13,000 c.f.s. could be raised
to zero by making the tr2nsition longer - a total length of at least
150'. This is neither necessary nor economical. The negative
pressures indicated are neither large nor dangerous. However, cnre
should be exercised in constructing the section just before the
transition, and particularly the beginning of the transition, to
assure good alignment.
According to the data the loss over equivalent pipe friction
due to the transition is practically zero at 13,000 c.f.s.
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SUMMARY ~ COMMENTS - ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
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Alternate No.4 should be considered the most desirable for the
following reasons:
(:) The toe of the jump is as far up the chute QS practicable
without deepening the basin.
(2) The length of the pool is about as short as it can be
consistent with good performance.
(3) The velocities near the bottom at the end of the con-
crete are as low or lower than those recorded for
Alternate Nos~ 2 and 3 c
(4) The performance, in general, of this plan is equal
to that for both .d t8rnate No o 2 and No. 3 0
A properly constructed exit transition should function without
incident. In general, the distance over which negative pressures
can exist are reduced as compared with the original plan with a con~
tinuous conduit.
As pointed out by Mr. Pickering, it might be desirable that the
chute walls start flush with the side walls of the transition exit,
in the prototype, since this ~.'ould avoid the separati.on of the jet
from the walls noted in the model where the 1 on 12 slope was con-
tinued to the conduit transition exit.
The writers wish to express their appreciation to Mr. Pickering
for his cooperation and assistance. Most of the credit for the
changes made during the tests is due MJ). Pickering. This does not
imply any transfer of the w~itersr responsibilities to him.
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TESTNQTES:
1- lON4 SLOPE- ALT. No. J
1 ON8 SLOPE TO EL. t378-
AirS.No. Z.3t4
2- FLOOR BLOCK PATTE~N
-ALTS.No. 1.213
3-FlotJe BLOCK PATTE"I'I
-ALT.No.4
4-122~ALrs.No.U2
90' -ALTS. 1'10.314
s- TAIL WATER GOVERNElJ
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CT-51-B Figure A-2
ALTERNATE NO. 2
DRY
CT-51-B Figure A-3
ALTERNATE NO" 2
Diseh~8e g gOQO of~,
CT-51-B Figure A-4
ALTERNATE NO.. 2
Discharge - 6000 cfs.
~~~-- ---
CT-51-B Figur6 A-5
ALTERNATE NO:- 2
Discharge - 8000 crs.
CT-51-B Figure A-6
ALTERNli'I'E NO" 2
Discharge - 10,000 cfs.
CT-51-B Figure A-7
ALTERNATE NO .. 2
Diseha~ge - ~3.000 ers.
Looking upstream.
CT-51-B Figure A-8
....
ALTERNATE NO. 2
Discharge - 13,000 cfa.
Looking downstream.
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Figure A-9
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AL'l'ERNiJ.TE NO" 3
DR::
CT-51-B Figure 11-10
ALTERN11TE NO" 3
Di8cha~g~ - 2000 cfs.
CT-51-B Figure A-II
1~r.TERN..ii.TE NO. 3
DiHcha~~6 - 5000 efa.
CT-51-B Figure 1.'-1-12
.l'iLTERNkTE NOll 3
Di~,(:r..a -:-gr.. -. 8000 efa.
(CT-51-B Figure A-13
ALTERNil.TE NO. 3
Disej1.E>.rge - 10,000 efe.
CT-51-B Figure i4-14
i~TERNliTE NO. 3
Discharge - 13,000 crs.
Looking upstream.
I~
CT-51-B Figure 11.-15
illiTERNl1.TE NO. 3
Discharge - 13,000 cfs.
Looking downstream.
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DRY
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I
CT-51-B Figure 1i,.-17
LlLTERNLi,.TE NO. 4
Discharge - 2000 cfs.
CT-51-B Figure 1~-18
l.l.LTERNl.l.TE NO. 4
Discharge ~ 6000 cfs.
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liliTERNilTE NO. 4
Discharge - 8000 cfs.
CT-51-B Figure :;.- 20
11.LTERNllTE NO. 4
Discharge - 10,000 cfa.
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CT-51-B Figure b.- 21
AL TERNATE NO. 4
Discharge - 13,000 efs.
Looking upstream.
CT-51-B Figure i~-22
1I.LTERN.hTE NO. 4
Discharge - 13,000 c~e.
Looking downstream.
-I
e.,
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CT-51-B Figure 1~- 23
l~TERNldE NO. 4
Discharge - 13,000 cfa.
Tailwater ~lbove Elevation 900.
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TABLE - Tll.ILWil.'IER ELEV.hTIONS
From
C.F.C.C.
(C.W.P. - 9/15/52)
Figure li.- 28
T~ILWA'IER DISCHARGE TAILWli. 'IER ELEVATION
2,000 c.f.s. 888.3 Feet
4,000 889.4
6,000 890.4
8,000 891.3
10,000 891.9
11,000 892.1
12,000 892.5
13,000 892.,5
20,000 894(\2
40,000 8e8~5
60,000 902.3
80,000 905.8
100,000 908,,8
115,000 911.0
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
FIGURE A-29
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FIRST FORK DAM
1:32 MODEL DETAILS
LOCATION OF TAPS
TRANSITION AT END OF CONDUIT
. ALTERNATE STILLING POOL
For Gannet Fleming Corddrya Carpenter
Hydraulic Laboratory Lehigh University
SCALE:~'l= l'eO ft .. OCT. 15, 1952 cr 51 B
CT-51-B
,..#
•
PHOTOGR~PH SHOWING EXIT
TR.l.NSITION
Figure 11-30
CT-51-B
hll data given in
terms of prototype
values - See Fig, A-29
for positions.
Figure A-31
First Fork Outlet
Structures 1:32 Model
Test Data •
l5Oetober 1952
EXIT TR;1NSITION PRESSURE DATIL'
Tap
No ..
U-l
-2
-3
-4
-6
-7
-8
V-I
-2
-3
-4
-5
W-1
-2
-3
-4
-6
-7
-8
X-I
-2
-3
-4
Y-1
-2
-3
-4
-6
-7
-8
-9
-10
Z-l
-2
-3
-4
-6
-8
Elevation
893.5
894 11 1
895.3
896.5
897,3
897 8 4
897.6
892.2
892.9
893.7 /
894.5
895.0
887.0
887.6
889.2
888.8
889.3
889.4
889.6
881.8
882.3
882.7
883.2
881.1
881.2
881,2
881.3
881.3
881.4
881.6
882.4
883.1
887.0
887.6
888.2
888.8
889.3
889.6
Pressure Head Relative
6000 efs. 8000 efs.
0 0 6 3.2
-0.3 .1,7
-1.8 -0.1
-3.7 -1.7
-5.2 -2,2
-5.5 -5.1
-6.0 -5.7
1.3 3.f3
0.9 2.6
-0.5 2.4
-2.0 ':'0.7
-3,1 -2.5
6.2 8.1
5.9 7.8
4.0 5.8
3.4 4.7
0.9 0.6
0.8 2.2
2.0 2.3
11.7 13.6
11.2 13.5
10.8 12.4
9.3 10.3
11.7 14.0
11.0 14.2
10.9 13.9
10.9 11.9
9.6 9.9
a.s 9.8
10.0 10.6
9,,'1 11 0 29.e 11.5
5.9 7.5
6.2 8.1
5,3 6.9
3.7 4.7
1.6 1.6
2.0 2.6
to Given Elevation of Tap
10,000 efs., 13:.000 9fs"
6.3 10 Q 8
5.8 9~9
4.3 8 0 1
1.8 4.7
0.9 4.1
-2.6 2.0
-4.1 -2.2
7.4 11.8
6.8 11.1
4.9 9.4
2.2 5~3
-0.2 1 0 7
12.2 16 0 1
11.6 16.2
9.4 13 0 6
7.6 10 0 4
1.0 -0.3
3.8 4.4
3.9 4.5
17.4 21.3
17.3 21.2
15.9 19.7
12.8 15.7
17.2 20.7
18.4 22.6
17.7 21.2
15.1 17.6
11.2 1.1..,.2
11.1 11.8
12.2 12.8
llj~4 16,;1
14 0 4 17~5
11.6 15.5
12 8 6 17.4
10.7 13.3
6.9 10.1
2.6 2.9
4.2 5.2
